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Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) is nowadays largely used as valid tool in metabolomic applications.
In this study, the metabolite content of Italian and Chinese tomato paste at different concentration rates
of two production years (2007 and 2008) was investigated with the aim of building a robust geographical
differentiation statistical model. A total of 119 tomato paste samples were analyzed by 1H NMR and
multivariate data analysis tools, in particular using bidirectional orthogonal projection to latent structuresdiscriminant analysis (O2PLS-DA). This technique is well-suited for noisy and correlated variables
and was recently adopted to obtain robust classification models, having a clear interpretation of the
systematic variation useful to characterize each class. In the present study, the analysis of latent
space underlying the classification model allowed us to understand the role played by the production
year on geographical discrimination. The O2PLS-DA model performed considering only tomato paste
samples of 2007 was capable of predicting the geographical origin of all analyzed samples. The effect
of the production year therefore resulted in not affecting the geographical origin discrimination.
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INTRODUCTION

Most tomato-based foodstuffs, such as sauces, ketchups,
puree, and juices, could be sold on the Italian market, such as
“Made in Italy” products. Particularly in Italy, considered a
worldwide leader in processed tomato quality, several tons of
triple-concentrated tomato paste were imported from developing
countries, mainly from China. Actually, Italian law (1) requires
only tomato sauce producers to indicate the grown origin of
tomato fruits on the label. In this context, many potential frauds
regarding the real origin of tomato products could be made, and
consequently, a growing interest from both consumers and producers about food geographical characterization and authenticity
is increasing presently (2, 3), with the former asking for more
guarantees for what they bought, while the latter asking for better
protection of their products.
The industrial production of concentrated tomato paste involves different steps, as already indicated in our previous
paper (4). After the fruits were harvested, they were washed and
treated with a hot- or cold-break process. In the first case,
tomatoes are rapidly heated to 90 °C to thermally inactivate
enzymes, such as pectin methylesterase and polygalacturonase;
this process prevents the pectin breakdown, thus generating a
high pectin content and consistency in the final product. In the
cold-break process, the temperature achieves only about 65 °C,
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thus preventing enzymatic inactivation. The final product resulted in this case in a better natural color, fresher tomato flavor,
and less density (5). After the seeds and peel were removed, a
multi-step heat-exchanger evaporation process was performed,
reaching different degrees of concentration: semi-concentrated
(more than 12% of dry residual), mono-concentrated (more
than 18% of dry residual), double-concentrated (more than
28% of dry residual), triple-concentrated (more than 36% of
dry residual), and up to sextuple-concentrated (more than 55% of
dry residual) (6).
It is well-known that several factors, such as environment,
climate, and soil, could influence plant metabolism and, consequently, the fruit metabolic content; therefore, differences among
seasons could determine differences in fruits and processed
tomato products. As a matter of fact, many recently published
papers focused their attention on the influence of the tomato
season of harvest, sowing, variety, ripening stage, or geographical
location on the antioxidant (7, 8), polyphenol, and lipoic acid (9)
composition, carotenoid content (10), or nutritional and organoleptic tomato characteristics (11-14). Conversely, only two
studies faced the influence of the tomato harvest year on the
metabolic content. In these latter papers, the tomato antioxidant (15) and folate (16) contents were monitored by highperformance liquid chromatography (HPLC) measurements.
No data concerning the correlation between the year of tomato
production and tomato process product geographical origin is
present in the literature thus far.
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